Objectives:

Lesson 1 - Situational Management
- Learn how the decisions managers make can have a broad impact
- Understand how decisions can impact the team, families of the team, and the company itself
- See that decisions managers make can be difficult or unpopular
- Learn the complexities of making difficult decisions

Lesson 2 - Navigating the Global Workforce
- Learn more about the challenges of working globally
- Understand different cultures have different business practices

Lesson 3 - Managing Ethically
- Learn how to ethically manage difficult decisions
- Learn about being proactive instead of reactive

Recommended Student Tasks
1. View online content
2. Answer lesson questions

Materials

The items below are needed for this lesson:
- Form: Student Worksheet
- Situational Management Teacher PowerPoint (optional)
- Navigating the Global Workforce Teacher PowerPoint (optional)
- Managing Ethically Teacher PowerPoint (optional)